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Study of inner shell excitation effect on C-H dissociation in aromatic hydrocarbon solids
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Since Carson el al. [1] have reported "Coulomb Explosion" model, inner shell excitation effect

on dissociation is intensively attractive because multiply ionized states induced by Auger decay

enhance dissociation. This effect on chemical reaction has been investigated especially for surface

reaction processes such as desorption induced electron transition (DIET). Recently, some studies on

DIET using monochromatic soft X-rays have reported that desorption yield depends on not only the

repulsion energy but also the character of excited molecular orbital (MO) [2-4]. This means that inner

shell resonant excitations to different MO result in different desorption. This "Inner Shell Resonant

Excitation Effect" is very interesting because it enables us to control photochemical reactions with

synchrotron radiation. Two important problems lie ahead of us for application of this effect. One

problem is secondary effect. When one irradiates soft X-rays to materials, following reaction includes

two kinds of mixed effects; fundamental effect (FE) and secondary effect (SE). FE originates from

interactions between photon and materials, while SE originates from interactions between secondary

electron and materials. Since inner shell resonant excitation effect essentially originates from FE, it is

important to know the ratio of FE to SE in a photochemical reaction in order to estimate true

magnitude of inner shell resonant excitation effect. The other problem is the difference between

surface reaction and bulk reaction. Weather the bulk reaction shows inner shell excitation effect as

well as the surface reaction does? Some studies of inner shell excitation effect on damage in bulk have

been reported. To our knowledge, however, there is no study which reports the difference between

bulk and surface reaction.

In this paper, we present two kinds of works with aromatic hydrocarbon compounds. First, we

present photon stimulated ion desorption (PSID) on condensed benzene to study inner shell excitation

effect on surface. Secondly, we present color center formation in anthracene single crystals to study

that on bulk.

[Photon stimulated ion desorption on condensed benzene]

In this work, we carried out two kinds of experiments in order to elucidate the ratio of FE to SE

on surface with condensed benzene. One is measurement of Auger electron yield (AEY) spectra and
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total ion yield (TIY) spectra, the other is measurement of Auger electron photoion coincidence

(AEPICO) spectra in C AT-edge energy region. All experiments were performed at the beamline BL-

2B1 at the Ultraviolet Synchrotron Orbital Radiation Facility (UVSOR) of the Institute for Molecular

Science, Okazaki, Japan. AEY and TIY spectra were measured with cylindrical mirror analyzer

(CMA) and time-of-fiight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), respectively. For the AEPICO experiment,

electron signal measured with CMA triggered multichannel sealer (MCS) and ion signal measured by

TOF-MS was counted with MCS. The ions desorbed from the same excited molecule which has

emitted Auger electron give a characteristic peaks at the TOF difference spectrum (coincidence

signals), while the other ions raise background counts (false coincidence signals). The coincidence

signals are formed by ions which are desorbed by FE, while, false coincidence signals are formed by

ions which are desorbed by SE. Consequently, one can observe only the FE by extracting the

coincidence signals from the false coincidence signals. All apparatuses were constructed by Mase et al.

[5]. Figure 1 shows AEY, TIY, TIY/AEY spectra and coincidence yield (O). AEY and TIY spectra

correspond to absorption spectrum and FT desorption yield spectrum, respectively. TIY/AEY

corresponds to desorption yield per inner shell excitation. H" desorption yield obtained from TIY/AEY

spectra correspond to C-H dissociation yield rfj^hv) which reflects both the FE and SE While,

coincidence yield obtained from AEPICO spectra correspond to C-H dissociation yield rjj^h v) which

reflects only FE. We focused two specific resonant excitations. Resonant excitation 7i*(e2u) <- Is (hv =

285 eV) has the most intense peak in AEY and TIY. Resonant excitation XD <— Is (hv = 287 eV)

showed obvious peak in TIY/AEY and might be assigned to a*c.H <- Is [6]. Both the TIY/AEY and

coincidence yield show suppression and activation at the excitation 7t*(e2u) <- Is and XD <- Is,

respectively [7]. However, the intensity ratio is different, i.e., rfJ<2%leV)lrfJi2'&5eV) =s 4,

rM(2?>lQV)lriJy2%56V) « 10. To estimate the ratio of FE to SE, we consider three contributions of SE,

i.e., F-photoelectron, Auger electron, and A'-photoelectron. Among the contributions, we assume that

contribution of F-photoelectron can be neglected because the contribution is minor component above

A'-edge energy region. Contribution of AT-photoelectron emerges above ionization potential (IP). We

also neglected this contribution because the resonant excitations used for this experiment lie below /,,.

Thus, the dominant contribution of SE is that of Auger electron. To say exactly, Auger electron spectra

(AES) of resonant excitation depend on the excitation energy. However, the resolution of our CMA

was not so high that we couldn't found such a dependency in AES. Hence, we regarded the

contribution of Auger electron as constant. Figure 2 shows the fundamental and SE on C-H

dissociation. As shown in Fig. 2, it is thought that FE should be smeared out by the constant SE.

Therefore, we estimated the ratios of FE to SE based on this assumption at FE:SE=1:2 for 7i*(e2u) and

at FE:SE=5:1 for XD resonant excitation.

[Color center formation in anthracene single crystals]

For the study of inner shell excitation effect on bulk reaction, we investigated color center

formation in anthracene single crystals by fluorescence quenching technique (FQT). Experiments were
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performed at the beamline BL-7A at the Photon Factory of the Institute of Materials Structure Science,

Tsukuba, Japan. The experimental details of FQT have been reported previously [8]. Hydrogen

attached color center is the dominant product induced by irradiation in aromatic hydrocarbon solids. In

previous work, we elucidated color center is formed via C-H dissociation by electron transition [9].

Hence, we can study the inner shell excitation effect of C-H dissociation yield by the color center

formation yield. FQT is a method using quenching of S, fluorescence by color centers. When we

irradiate 365 nm light from mercury lamp, S[ exciton is produced though color center is not produced.

S] exciton moves over 3200 lattices in crystal during the radiative lifetime r (* 10 ns). When there is

not color center in the reaction volume, S, exciton emits Si fluorescence. While, when there is color

center in the reaction volume, energy transfer occurs from S[ exciton to color center and S, exciton

relaxes through nonradiative process. Hence, S, fluorescence quenching reflects the concentration of

color center in anthracene single crystals. We irradiated monochromatic soft X-rays to anthracene and

measured the quenching curves of S) fluorescence intensity VA\ irradiation photon numbers, which

gave us information on color center formation yield. In this experiment, we examined FQT experiment

in the energy region below and above C AT-edge. Figure 3 shows some results of quenching curves of

S, fluorescence intensity on excitation energies. We obtained color center formation quantum yield

Tjc(hv) by fitting a model function to experimental results. The solid lines in the figure are the

theoretical curves and show good reproducibility for experimental data. Figure 4 shows obtained

rjc(hv) and near edge X-ray absorption spectrum (NEXAFS) of anthracene single crystals. The sharp

structures of NEXAFS near 285 eV are assigned to resonant excitation n*<— Is, whereas the broad

features above 290 eV are thought to be assigned to excitation a* 4-Is. In Fig. 4, we can find an

increase of 7]c(hv) above the C K-edge. This result would be originates from inner shell excitation

effect on C-H dissociation yield. However, at the resonant excitation n*<— Is, rj^hv) did not show any

suppression in contrast with the clear suppression on surface (Fig. 1). This result means that the inner

shell resonant excitation effect on C-H dissociation is very small. We owe the result into the secondary

effect discussed above. We concluded that the SE would contribute C-H dissociation more than FE in

bulk.
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Figure 1. Auger electron yield spectrum (AEY); total ion

yield spectrum (TIY) of condensed benzene. AEY

spectrum was measured detecting Auger electrons with

the kinetic energy 260 eV. O shows coincidence yield

which is defined as [coincidence counts]/[Auger electron

counts).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of contribution of

fundamental effect (FE) and secondary effect (SE) on C-

H dissociation yield. Ijjiv) is the C-H dissociation

yields which reflect only the FE, whereas T/J(IIV) is that

reflecting both the FE and SE.
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Figure 3. The quenching cunes of S, lluorescence in

anthracene single crystals on irradiation energies ot sotl

X-rays. Dots are the experimental results. Solid lines are

the theoretical value.
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Figure 4. Color center formation quantum yield ( • )

and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (solid line)

of anthracene single crystals.
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